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Early this morning a scries of actions developed off the Dutch coast

between our light coastal craft and an enemy convoy and its escorts and

covering forces, consisting of E-boats, R-boats, armed trawlers and large

flan-ships*

As the result of these actions, one enemy tanker wan destroyed, one

large flak-ship was pr ohally destroyed and one armed trawler and at least

six E or R boats were very severely damaged, We lost one motor gunboat and

suffered a few casualties. The next of kin are being informed as soon as

possible.

This series of actions started when one of cur offensive patrols, under

the command of Lieutenant P.G.C. Dickons, M.B.E., R.N., intercepted and

attacked an enemy convoy off the Texel, In this attack, an enemy tanker

of medium size was seen to disintegrate after being hit by torpedo.

... large flak ship, forming part of the escort, was also probably hit

by torpedo*

The attack on the convoy w-as followed bv a, brisk action at dose range

between our light coastal craft and the cnci.y escorts. In the course of

this action an enemy
armed trawler and one R-boat were hit and very severely

damaged*

Shortly afterwards a. patrol of our light coastal craft commanded by

Lieutenant J.B.R.Horne, D.S
.C.
R.

N.,
intercepted a force of four E-boats

and severely handled one of them before they were able to escape* Later

thid patrol met two more E-boats, and again one of the enemy craft was

severely damaged* It appears that these two groups of E-boats Joined forces

and Were reinforced, for a. group cf about eight E or R boats was intercepted

and engaged shortly afterwards by a patrol of our light coastal craft under

tno command of Lieutenant E.M. Thorpe, R.N. At least throe more cf the

enemy vessels received serious damage in the subsequent engagement* It was

during this action that one of cur motor gunboats was sot badly on fire

Since there was no chance of being able to save the boat, Lieutenant Thorpe

ran his motor ,gunboat alongside the burning vessel, took off survivors, and

made sure that she would be a total loss and could not fell into the hands cf

the enemy*

well

These last actions took place/after daylight, within 23 idles of the

Dutch coact.
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